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public in general, the retention of the old phraseology 
will matter little. We do not look for statements of 
literal fact in ancient ecclesiastical documents. Where 
they are at variance with modern knowledge we make 
the necessary allowances in our minds, remembering 
that it is the spirit and not the letter which is of main 
importance.
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NOTES BY THE WAY.

FAITH THE
The article, “ The
Light of January 
the writer in producing favourable conditions in

WONDER-WORKER.
Magic of ‘ Belief *,” by L.I.G., 
14th, describing the experiencein 

of
•his life by an. attitude of faith, will, imagination and 
expectancy, was a valuable contribution to that new 
science of the mind which to-day is rediscovering, the 
truth of the spiritual teachings of the past. It was 
an odd coincidence that not long afterwards a series 
of articles appeared in the Daily Express in which 
prominent psychologists dealt with the same subject. 
It was curious to note that the writer of one of the 
articles made the same Scriptural quotation that 
L.I.G. had used : “ All things whatsoever ye ask and 
pray for believe that ye have received them, and ye 
shall receive them.”' The idea must have been “ in 
the air,” as we say, for it was the theme of Dr. 
Hector Munro’s address to the London Spiritualist 
Alliance shortly afterwards, and we believe that all 
the events, so strangely linked, were independent of 
each other. \

* * * #

THE RESURRECTION OF THE BODY.
It was noted at the time when the proposed changes 
the Church of England Prayer Book were rejected 
the House of Commons, that a considerable number 
those who voted against the change were in no way 

It seems clear enough

in 
in 
of 
connected with the Church, 
that, in some of these cases at least, the persons con
cerned were moved by motives of reverent conserva
tism, 
which 
noble 
would
purge
it which are out of harmony with the education and 
spirit of to-day would not be seriously regarded, even 
if they remained, however much they might vex the 
literalists to whom the written and printed letter means 
so much. The Rev. Charles L. Tweedale lately sent 
us a strong protest which he is addressing to the 
Archbishops and Bishops against the phrase “ resur- 
rection of the flesh ” and “ resurrection of the body,” 
fi1Westing the substitution of the words “ resurrection 

spiritual body.” While we can sympathise with 
reXer.end correspondent’s feeling in the matter, we 

n see that when the truth is recognised by the

They were opposed to tampering with a book 
is hallowed by antiquity and made classic by its 
English. It is conceivable that many of them 
not be particularly impressed by the desire to 
the book of errors, feeling that those things in

/

MEDIUMSHIP—THE REAL AUTHORITIES.
We recall the time when it would have been thought 

absurd to ask a medium anything regarding the facts 
of mediumship. The mediums, it would be shown, 
knew nothing about psychology, and the mysteries of 
the mind; a medical man would know much better I 
So we listened, many a time and oft, to the verdicts 
of medical men and other experts concerning the 
illusions and the peculiar mental workings of mediums. 
Physical phenomena, of course, rarely came into con
sideration. If they occurred they could not, of course, 
be explained with the same facility, so they were 
either ignored, or dismissed as due to legerdemain or 
the results of imagination, or mal-observation on the 
part of sitters. Those of us who knew the truth by 
long personal experience and close observation, had to 
listen with what patience we could to these lucubra
tions. There followed an infinite amount of argument 
which,’ as usual, led nowhere in particular, for, as 
ever, truth is made manifest by time rather than by 
talk. The witnesses were slowly multiplied. The in
cessant repetition of psychic evidences made these less 
and less extraordinary, and the demand for extraordi
nary proof of their reality became correspondingly 
diminished. That is the usual course of every new idea 
Or discovery. And to-day with the multiplication of 
mediums, some of whom are people of more than the 
average intelligence, it is found that they are much 
better authorities on the nature of mediumship than 
a whole college of mental specialists having no first
hand knowledge of the question.

THE ABOLITION OF WAR.

How may we compass Peace’s fair fruition— 
Dream of the wise and brave?

How can we win war’s final abolition
That every soul doth crave?

As crystals can but true reflections render 
Of that athwart them thrown,

So Earth, our mirror, that which we engender 
Gives back to us alone.

We who would do our part in fullest measure 
To let the world know peace,

In our own breasts its quickening life must treasure 
And Earth’s dread wars will cease.

—-Marchesa Alli-Maccarani.



DIRECT VOICE IN ITALY.
By Professor Bozzano.

(Translated from Luce e Ombra by Miss E. Maude Bubb.) ,iti'd
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It is a somewhat strange fact that the mediumistic 
phenomenon of the Direct Voice, after mani
festing in a very fully evolved state at the earliest 
beginnings of the Spiritualist movement, became more 
and more rare, and has remained so until the present 
day. Now, however, it tends to become common in 
England, and in the United States, while it remains 
a rarity in other countries. Until quite recently it was 
completely absent from Italy. Be it understood that 
in this affirmation I refer to the Direct Voice properly 
so called—namely, an isolated voice in space, without 
the materialisation of a larynx, or of a whole 
materialised form or body, such as, from a physio
logical point of view, would be required in order to 
produce it. Quite recently, in a private Circle in 
Genoa, and after only a few sittings, manifestations 
of powerful Direct Voice were obtained which 
pare quite favourably with those which took place 
with Valiantine, the famous medium'.

I will give! some brief details as to how these 
experiments originated. In the early part of 1926 the 
Genoese nobleman, Marquis Carlo dei Centurione 
Scotto, having suffered the tragic loss of his eldest son 
and being naturally in a very sad and depressed state 
of mind, was advised by a friend to seek comfort 
by reading Dennis Bradley’s Towards the Stars. The 
Marquis Centurione produced the book, which he. read 
with immense interest. Hope sprang up in his breast 
that some day he might be enabled to communicate 
with his dead son by means of the Direct Voice. He 
therefore visited me, told me of his desire1, and begged 
me to approach Bradley in the hope that Bradley could 
arrange for him to have sittings with the medium 
Valiantine. After about a month had elapsed the 
Marquis went to London, where he was received as 
Bradley’s guest, and was enabled to take part in three 
sittings, at which his dead son manifested repeatedly, 
speaking to him in Italian, of which language the 
medium is totally ignorant. On the Marquis’ depar
ture for Italy, Valiantine presented him with an 
aluminium trumpet (the Marquis also procured a second 
one) begging him to try to sit for the Direct Voice 
in his own house. As soon as he returned home the 
Marquis Centurione collected a small group of friends 
more or less conversant with such experiments, and 
they immediately began to sit in the hope of attaining 
the much-desired phenomenon. I affirm, without fear 
of error, that never have experiments, of such a nature 
been crowned by such a rapid and marvellous success. 
From the very first sitting, to the immense surprise 
of all, the two trumpets (which had been duly encircled 
by a band of luminous paint) rose in the air, going 
right up to the ceiling, after which they approached the 
sitters and faint voices, only partially intelligible, were 
heard issuing from the trumpets. After several trials 
of elimination it was discovered that four of the 
sitters were furnishing the greater portion of medium
istic power; namely, the Marquis and his wife, and 
Monsieur and Madame Rossi. Furthermore, it was 
found that when either the Marquis and his wife, or 
M. Rossi and his wife were sitting without the other 
two, neither of them ever received any psychic mani
festations, even when sitting with other members of 
the same Circle. When, however, the four sensitives 
were united in the Circle they easily obtained mani
festations of the Direct Voice, as well as the material
isation of hands and feet, and presumably of full form 
materialisations; the phenomena of wonderful apports; 
of levitations, and the transportation from place to

place of heavy articles ; of musical instruments ■
concerted airs while flying about in space; I
writing; and of yet more besides.

I have here on my table1 notes taken at the ■
sittings held in Genoa in Marquis Centurione’s pal&>.( ■ 
marvellous seances from various points of view, b^l 
with which, for the moment, I shall not concern myselt;B 
for at present I intend to confine myself to the two® 
sittings in which I was able to take part. These were® 
held in the evening hours of the 23rd and 24th July I 
of this year [1927] in 'the mediaeval castle where the I 
Marquis spends the summer months. I lay stress on. I 
this last fact, as it has an immediate bearing on some I 
of the best phenomena which we obtained.

In order that the facts should be thoroughly under- I 
stood it is necessary that I should explain the general 
conditions under which the sittings were held. As- 
is usual in. the case of Direct Voice seances the room 
was in the most total darkness; but as I have pre- 
viously mentioned, the trumpets were painted with a 
band of phosphorescent paint which rendered them.- I 
perfectly visible. I particularly noticed that as feey 
stood on the carpet the phosphorescence was strong 
enough to illuminate a small space all around them.

As every one knows, when one is experimenting 
with physical mediumship, it greatly assists the develop
ment of phenomena if the air of the seance room be 
kept in constant vibration, either by conversation 
between the sitters, or else by the notes of a musical' 
instrument—this in order to synchronise the various 
vibrations with the different forces and fluids which 
are exteriorised from the medium and sitters. There
fore, in order not to have continually to repeat over 
and over again the words, “ the gramophone was 
started,” or “ the gramophone was stopped,” I say 
now, once for all, that in every interval between one 
phenomenon and the next the gramophone was invari
ably started, but it was immediately stopped as soon 
as it was seen that one of the trumpets had 
been raised in the air. As I shall refer to some 
marvellous aerial concerts which we enjoyed, played 
on a small North American instrument called a “ Flex- 
a-tone,” I must explain that this little instrument 
comprises a forked handle, having in the centre a 
metal blade about four inches long; on this blade two 
small wooden balls are attached by a spring. When 
the instrument is shaken these little balls strike the 
blade which emits a most harmonious musical note. 
By pressing with greater or less force on the end of 
this blade the pitch of the note can be varied at will; 
in this way an expert can draw from it all the notes of 
the harmonic scale, thus obtaining marvellous effects*

Having made the above explanation I pass to ? 
brief discussion of the phenomena which took place 
in the two sittings under discussion. The following 
account is copied from the notes taken by Professor 
Gildo Passini while the manifestations were actually 
taking place.
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Sitting of July 23RD, 1927, IN ™E Castle of 
Marquis Carlo dei Centurione Scotto at Millesimo.

Six persons were present, namely Cen
turione Scotto and his, wife, M.
Professor Gildo Passini, and Ernesto

M. Rossi attended to the gramophone Two 
trumpets marked with bands>of phosphorescent paint 
were placed in the centre of the circle. The lamps were 
extinguished at 11.15 P-m- Whcn 1116 S™nophone
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we began to fed the usual

M dr. While the third record was 
I • very loud voice broke the silence from 

corner of the ceiling by a greeting in 
the sitters: “ Good evening, souls.” It 
Everett, the spirit guide of Bradley’s 

1 am told that at the commencement of 
sitting his voice is always heard in this way 
the first greeting', but that he never manifests 

during the course of the sitting, presumably 
? he has undertaken the task of superintending

J >

“ Tell us if the conditions are good.” 
“ Excellent conditions.”

‘‘We have a new guest with us. Do >> *
He is a well-known exponent of our

beiiw tE
.tn 

w«s 
sittings* 
cvt^ry 
giving 
again 
because 
and keeping order amongst the crowd of spirits anxious 
to communicate. This voice, which burst forth from 
the top of the room, did not come from the trumpet, 
yet was clear, resonant, and much louder than a 
normal voice, and was so unexpected and so power
ful that it made one jump. Immediately after this we 
heard exceeding-lv loud knocks in the table on which 
the gramophone was standing, while currents of cold 
air blew round about the members of the circle. The 
Marquise Centurione stated that someone had touched 
her, and had shaken her arm-chair. All at once the 
trumpets rose rapidly in the air, circled above our 
heads, and rising to the ceiling began to twist, turn,!

I and twirl about, producing a very fantastic effect, after 
I which they descended to our level, and from one of 
| them issued the loud and very clear voice of d’Angelo, 

the spirit-guide, who also greeted us, crying “ Good 
everybody.'

M. Rossi: 
d'Angelo : 
M. Rossi: 

you know him?
d'Angelo : “

ideas.”
After a short musical interval the trumpet rose 

again and placed itself in front of Bozzano. It was 
d’ Angelo the spirit guide who, turning to Bozzano 
observed.: “ There ought to be a great many likes 
you, but unfortunately in Italy there are but few. 
However, there are many in other parts of the 

f world.”
Hardly had the gramophone recommenced playing 

the Waltz from Faust when the “ Flex-a-tone ” rose 
in the air and began to accompany the music with 
unsurpassable synchronisation, never missing a beat, 
nor sounding a wrong note, executing the most brilliant 
variations, which proved the great virtuosity of the 
player. All the while the “ Flex-a-tone ” was floating 
about in the air, rising to the ceiling and then descend
ing again in order to play the instrument dose to the 
ears of the experimenters, soaring and floating around 
in every direction with .the agility and grace of a 
butterfly. It was a real magic spectacle; one listened 
to the concert with true artistic appreciation, for the 
sounds were most melodious, and were played in a 
masterly manner to synchronise with the notes of the 
gramophone, and were admirable in musical expression 
and colour. For my part I was carried away by 
the beauty of the performance to such an extent that I 
momentarily forgot that I was taking part in a seanee, 
and was completely entranced in listening to that 
heavenly music. At the end of this wonderful musical 
.entertainment everyone broke into enthusiastic 
applause, with cries of “ Bravo, bravo.”
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saxophonist who
You would not

stopped in front

Bozzano : “ d’Angelo, tell me, 
derful player? ”

D'Angelo : “It is the usual 
has played on other occasions, 
know him.”

The trumpet rose again and
of Madame la Marquise Luisa Centurione Scotto. 

d'Angelo (in a sad voice) : “ Destiny will bring 
Jbu the death of a near relation.”
1 Mme. la Marquise (in a tone of terrible anxiety): 
. Who is it? Tell me who is it. Don’t leave me 
n cruel uncertainty?1

D'Angelo : ” [ will bring you his photograph?*
The trumpet moved away, and all awaited in 

trepidation the promised apport which would 
reveal the person destined to pass away, After 
about a minute we heard something fall on the 
carpet near to Mme. la Marquise. She bent down, 
picked it up, and carefully feeling it in the darkness 
she exclaimed : “ It is Tito’s photograph. I recog
nise it by its frame. It was on the table in the 
Green Boudoir. Oh., speak, speak, d’Angelo I is 
it really true? The last news was excellent. He 
was recovering rapidly.”

An interval of silence, and then the trumpet 
rose and approached the Marquis Carlo Centurione, 
who asked, “ Who are you? ”

The Voice : “ I am Mary ” (the Mother of Mme. 
la Marquise). i( d’Angelo is right about Tito. He 
was better, but there is danger now at any 
moment.”

Mme. la Marquise : “ Mamma, why don’t you 
come to me and Speak to me? ”

The trumpet moved across and stopped in front 
of Mme. la Marquise.

Mary : “You see I was right about Mino ” 
(Marquis Centurione’s living son).. “ He did not 
study enough. He must study more for the next 
exam.”

Mme. la Marquise: “ And Tito? It is really 
true? Poor fellow 1 ”

Mary : “ Alas, he has not got much longer to 
live.”

(Two days later Mme. la Marquise received a 
letter from the wife of the aforesaid M. Tito, in 
which she was informed of an unexpected and most 
serious relapse of the convalescent).

M. Rossi changed the gramophone record.
D’Angelo: “ The Commander ” (Marquis Cen

turione’s dead son) “ dislikes this piece of music.”
M. Rossi stopped the gramophone; and changed 

the record.
The trumpet rose and crossed over to M. 

Bozzano.
M. Bozzano : “ Who are you? ”
The trumpet retired, presumably because of 

insufficient power. The gramophone being 
restarted the trumpet immediately returned to M. 
Bozzano.

Voice (with a strong Southern accent) : “ O, 
Ernesto Bozzano! Oh, my dear, my dear I I 
sought you in London. I sought you in Genoa. 
At last I find you ! ”

M. Bozzano : “ Oh, Eusapia, Eusapia! You 
need not tell me who you are, because I recog
nise you at once by your voice.”

VofCE: “ Yes, it is really I. Thank you for 
coming. ’ ’

(The trumpet fell to the ground.)
After a short musical piece on the gramophone, 

the trumpet rose again and returned to M. Bozzano.
M. Bozzano : “ Who are you? ”
Voice : “It is still Eusapia. We all thank 

you for all you are doing for us, and for Truth. 
But you are too modest . . . too modest.”

(To be continued.)

The Scatcherd Memorial Fund.—We have to acknowledge 
with thanks the following donations:—Mrs. M. A. Snelling, 
ios. ; “ Estelle,:11* 5s.; making the total amount received to 
date, ^192 js. 6d.
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AFTER-DINNER MUSINGS.

WITH SOME REFLECTIONS ON 
MEDIUMS.

CHEATING

Quite a good bottle of red wine 
Quite 
better 
white, 
second 
of red 
as I think I am.
. . . Possibly it’s good stuff with an admixture of
adulterated stuff . . . good and bad, mixed.
Like some of the mediums.

Funny how my mind keeps turning on the psychic. 
• • • Ugly word, “ psychic ” ! . . . Mediums 
. . . Psychic . . . Psychic mediums. . . . 
Pity you can’t separate the sheep from the goats— 
this medium definitely genuine, that one indubitably 
fraudulent! . . . I wonder if red wine is better 
than white. Or is it just a matter of taste? . . . 
Well, of course it is a matter of taste. Ha! ha! 
. . . Psychic.

Supposing that I were a farm labourer. Unlettered 
hind. Didn’t know anything about Mediumship or 
Spiritualism or Ectoplasm . . . just an ignorant
uneducated person with a peculiar and miraculous gift. 
Tables moved in my presence. Taps. Raps. All 
kinds of phenomena took place................

At first these things would frighten me. 
Devilish! . . . Satan!

Then, by-and-by—get used to it! Parson says it’s 
evil spirits. School-teacher says it is electric currents. 
. . . “ Electric currents ” sounds all right.

Then fine gentlemen, and ladies came down from 
London—I mean Lunnon . . . Do yokels call it
“ Lunnon,” by the way? Probably not. • . . .
Then I, an ignorant and obscure yokel, find myself a 
centre of interest. Wonderful learned folk sit with 
me in dark rooms to watch my “ electric currents.” 
. . . Visit from Harry Price! . • . Interview
from local, reporter! . . . Photo in newspapers !
. . . Fame! . . . Wouldn’t it turn my head!
. . . Great Scot, wouldn’t it!'!

Waiter! A cognac, 
are you by any chance psychic ? 
know something about it, do you! 
something about everything, 
an interesting subject, 
though, as you say! 
Yes, a cigar, please-.

Funny thing about waiters, 
about most things, 
Strange, too, 
than 
ing, 
they

this.
red wine is 
Women like 
• • . Om

good 1 . . . Wonder why
than white. Or is it better? 
men red. Rather curious that!
thoughts, I wonder if it really is a good bottle 
wine. Perhaps I’m not such a judge of wine

2 _—. Perhaps it’s really adulterated stuff.

spirit's touched my leg!” , , , How p,i
inwardly I . . . I. hen I’d experiment 
to see how far I could go without detection 
old lady’s cheek, and quake with inward mirfu 
she babbled about “ spirit hands ” . .
the time genuine phenomena would be. , 1 Witidaround me 1

And then, one day, the phenomena wouldn1, 
. . . Dark seance. Six sitters at five shillin
head. Thirty bob. No phenomena 
Mustn’t lose thirty bob!
stuff.
thus I become a fake medium
psychic powers.
Scandal. 
unsavoury advertisement.
Serves the Spiritualist right, 
seances. . . . Darkness.

to
• Try a litfe 

Give ’em* their money’s-worth. . . t
‘ —J—a ^ker, with genuiJe

• . Then I am sho^n u
And the psychic movement receives anotke*

. . Serves me right,
h too.

seances altogether except for pure research.
I • •

Seek them.

. . Dark 
Cut out dark

I • I 
Or at least don’t charge for them. . . . But then
—people want dark seances. Seek them. Pay for 
them. Then go out into the world acclaiming the 
“ marvellous proofs,” etc. . . . Dark seances. 
. . . Cut them right out. . . . For myself,
anyhow.

Thank you, waiter. Keep the change.

SPIRITUALISM IN MONTE CARLO.

By Abraham Wallace, M.D.

. . By the way, waiter,
. Oh, you 

Waiters know1 
... I agree; it is 

Not very much understood, 
. . . Thank you.

Colorado!
Seem to know a little 

. . Like journalists.
that waiters have so much more polish 

most of their customers. . . . More breed-
Quite superficial, but by comparison 

make some of their customers seem oafish. 
Oaf. . . . Yokel.

psychic yokel. . . Swelled
shouldn’t want to go back to 
“ taken up ” by swell folks.

Having suffered from a severe 
Christmas, I was recommended to 
the South of France in order to throw off its effects 
and there to enjoy rest and sunshine.

I find myself with a Spiritualistic friend at Monaco, 
where we have come into contact with several 
Spiritualists from London and elsewhere.

Among these are two earnest workers—Miss Heles 
MacGregor and her American companion, Miss I 
Underhill, whom we found in the hotel to which to 
were somewhat strangely directed.

Having been recognized as associated with our 
movement, not only by several fellow passengers on 
boat and train, but by some in our hotel, I have been 
almost daily surrounded by eager enquirers desirous 
of learning something of the truths of psychic science 
and philosophy.

I attended a meeting ini the beautiful flat of an 
English aristocratic lady, which had been arranged 
by Miss MacGregor and Miss Underhill, the latter 
giving an interesting address on her psychic experi
ences, and dealing especially with her automatic 
Writings, which she states are inspired by that splen
didly-evolved soul, William James, formerly professor 
Of Psychology at Harvard University, U.S.A., and 3 
President of our Society for Psychical Research 
Whatever bo the source of inspiration, the writing5 
certainly contain much high ethical teachings. J 
understand that they are, before long, to be publisher 
in book form.

The lecture was attended by a representative 
gathering of thoughtful people of various social 
grades; questions were asked, showing that interest 
had been aroused. I understand that there are to U 
other meetings in larger premises. .

What a different attitude is that now sh^a 
towards Spiritualistic matters as compared 
days when I formerly visited the Riviera^^g 
favoured land of flowers and sunshine, but st>l*’ , s3 
regrets to say, impregnated with a' more 
obnoxious materialistic atmosphere as 
among the crowds of weird human objects 
the Casino or leaving’ its precincts with facial 
sions indicative of success or failure!

chill just before 
betake myself to

, . If I were
head.
the plough if I’d 

. I should 
. Learned 

pros op os esis.

that
I

been
get lots of fun out of those seances, 
professors
Words like that would make me feel frightfully 
important. .
Seance-mongering old women of either sex. 
me I was one of God’s messengers.

Quite a decent cigar, this.
smoking. Why
suppose.

If I was an
conscience; I 
the job .
dark seances- 
Accidentally kick somebody’s shin
. . . Brainless

discussing metagnomic

. . And the Spiritualistic enthusiasts! 
Telling 
Bah!

Wonder why I like 
do people smoke? 

. Sedative. Soothes 
undeveloped medium; 
comprehension of the

I’d have great fun at some of those 
Start from small beginnings, perhaps; 

jn dark
sitter yelps excitedly : “ The

no

. . Drug, 1
the nerves.
ignorant; no 

ethical side of
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*<M nectssarily identify himself with
• vfrr.t.ttd by Correspondents.)

THE NEED FOR RECORDS.

Sir,—Referring to the discussion of this question in Light, 
from my own experience in listening to public clairvoyant 
descriptions, I have realised that much evidential matter which 
is recognised at the time as being striking, afterwards loses its 
value through being only verbally reported, and therefore liable 
to slight inaccuracies. I have recorded sittings for my friend 
Miss L. M. Bazett for eleven years, and have learnt the advantage 
of noting down everything at the time; details can then be 
referred to years afterwards, when, as not infrequently happens, 
their evidential value comes to light for the first time. The 
same point has often struck me when recording for strangers 
during sittings with Mrs. Leonard and other mediums : and I 
am sure that the question of accurate notetaking at the time, 
both in public and private clairvoyance, is a matter of vital 
importance.

The following will illustrate what I mean : On January 31st, 
Miss Bazett was present at an open clairvoyance meeting at the 
London Spiritualist Alliance, at which Mrs. Jamrach gave her 
definite details clearly relating to myself. The outstanding 
features were ° Edith ” (my name). . . . “ Operation. . .
decision concerning it. . . Aunt Emily’s special concern.”
(Correct name Aunt Emmie.)

All this presumably referred to an operation performed three 
weeks previously. Three days after this description was given, 
however, a further operation was advocated and decided upon. 
Whether Mrs. Jamrach’s description referred to the past, or to 
the immediate future, it is new impossible to determine : but if 
notes had been taken at the time, this might possibly have been 
made clear. The significance is at once apparent, as the past was 
known to us both, and no further operation was then anticipated.

Yours, etc., 
Edith F. Cooper.

Redhill, Surrey.

AUTOMATIC AND IMPRESSIONAL SCRIPTS.
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Sir,—The article by Mr. F. H. Haines (28th ulto.) must have 
brought solace to many who had been troubled by Mr. H. Leaf’s 
rather drastic assertions. Of course the “ hysterical lady of self
deception ” is well-known to people who belong to any Spiritual
istic body, and therefore come into contact with all sorts of 
researchers, some well-balanced, others the reverse. But, as Mr. 
Haines points out, we believe that a great wave of power from 
the Unseen is pouring into our world. Of what benefit is this, 
if it flows arougd us, but not into us?

One way in which we can catch the vibrations is by auto
matic and impressional writing through suitable channels, i.e., 
those people who are wide-awake and with some knowledge of 
psychic powers.

To me the u impressional ” is far more appealing than the 
merely “ automatic,” and I do not see why the former should 
not be highly evidential at times if the writing is carefully 
perused and sifted afterwards.

With me, the sequence of words and ideas does not come 
simultaneously, but follows the pencil. For instance, when the 
pencil writes Mo—I expect Mother, but instead it writes 
Morrow; Reg— is expected to be Regard but becomes Regulate. 
My conscious mind is needed to ensure the intelligent sequence of 
words, but the pencil always brings the writing to a close, often 
before I expect it, with Stop now, Withhold, or Goodnight, God 
bless you.

I should like to give one short example of real evidence of 
spirit presence during impressional writing. A week or two ago, 
towards the end of a sitting, the pencil wrote Hold on, person 
comes. (I waited). Then it wrote Maggie comes. (Message 
was given). I replied, u Thank you. But I never knew anyone 
named Maggie. Do you know me? ”

Yes.
” Did I meet you when you were here? ”
Yes, poor woman had dark days and you cared for her. Sow 

^heat and reap wh&at. God bless you.
For some time I was at a loss to know who it could be; 

with amazement remembered a poor woman who used to 
washing in our neighbourhood many years ago, and whom 

hM helped occasionally. I hadn’t given her a thought for 
for she died twenty years ago I ■
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I uwl to mil her by her •urnartie (which bnB wlin^d 

memory) but remembered hearing the old man who did the 
mangling address her as “ Maggie.”

Mr. Leaf s warning Is certainly necessary for some, h<it 
others will continue to receive help and encouragement through 
Impressional writing from those invisible friends they foel sure 
are present.

Yours, etc.,
(Mrs.) Ethblwyn Rolfe.

io, Wyatt Park Road, S.W.a.

FROM THE UNSEEN WORLD.

[Received through the mediumship of Mrs. Osborne 
Leonard. ]

By Mrs. John Menzies.

“The Christ is an emanation from God; He 
dwells in Jesus of Nazareth, and in us,” said the 
communicator.

(“ Have you seem Him—Jesus of Nazareth?” I 
asked.)

“ Many times, tie is not like the pictures you 
have on the earth, which make Him appear just an 
Eastern Jew. In appearance He is manly, strong-, a 
living human being-. There is no straggling- beard, 
but a square strong chin, giving the impression of 
tremendous strength, though the mouth is tender and 
beautiful. A broad forehead, strongly marked brows, 
hair wavy and only long at the top, the wonderful 
eyes blue, strong", not weak, and the complexion not 
pale. He is full of love and sympathy, understanding- 
all the trials of earth life. There is a way in which 
those on earth can always feel Him very near—but 
that is not like g’O'ing- into His presence. That experi
ence is indescribable, and you must wait till you can 
go with me. Many people feel that God is so high 
above them they want someone human, who has been 
through the difficulties of earth life and conquered 
them, to act as an ‘ elder brother.’

“ In a sense every human being is ‘ on the cross.’ 
Most people try 4o evade it, instead of learning its 
lesson. What counts is the way we use our cross. 
When we have learnt its lesson its object is achieved, 
and it disappears.

* * * *
- “It is a mistake to think that those spirits who 

return to the earth conditions to help' their loved ones 
are hindering their own progression. On the con
trary, love helps us on and forwards our evolution.

“ For material study use concentration. For 
spiritual and psychic unfoldment don't concentrate; 
just be receptive. Don’t try to see and develop—it 
must come of itself, naturally. When people try to 
force psychic development, then comes disaster. And 
when you open the psychic door, not only pray for 
protection and guidance, but do more—make use of 
your reason and intuition, given, you by God as a 
protection. We none of us, while on the earth, trust 
God enough. If only people -would realize that death 
is merely g"oing through a door into a nicer room in 
the same house !

# * * *
“ Spiritualist knowledge was known to the 

Egyptians and other ancient races—those of Atlantis, 
etc.—but they used it for material ends. Now the 
world is seriously crying- out for this knowledge, and 
on the spirit side we are working hard at the task of 
signalling through the wall of partition, and will not 
rest till we have convinced the world.

“ In these tremendous times which are coming on 
the earth we must follow the Christ and help all 
people. It will be a wonderful time for those who 
know the truth and are leading* the life. We shall be 
given great ‘ manifestations
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IDEAS AND IMAGES.

And as imagination bodies forth 
The form of things unknown, the poet’s pen 
Turns them to shapes and gives to airy nothing 
A local habitation and a name.—Shakespeare.

When we turn towards the source of our life
experiences as incarnate beings, we find things tend 
to simplify. To take but one instance, we find that 
lying behind all the complexities of speech and writing 
as a means of perceiving or conveying ideas, there is 
a system of imagery, of mind-pictures. Professor 
Hyslop in his investigation of spirit intercourse 
noted how greatly spirit communicators rely on the 
“ pictographic ” method. Our habit of making marks 
on paper or vibrations in the air in order to1 express 
our thoughts to others is mechanical and material— 
the result of having to rely upon purely physical 
factors. To 'most of us these methods have become 
a kind of second nature, indeed to some—the scholars, 
orators and literati—thoughts expressed in words 
probably represent the highest peaks of the human 
mind. But it is not so. There are purer and higher 
forms of language, the language of emotion, inspira
tion, sensation—in short, the language of the soul 
itself.

Dr. Munro, in his recent address to the London 
Spiritualist Alliance, although speaking as a medical 
man, said much that supported this view. He pointed 
out that all mental processes depend on imagery which 
is the whole basis of knowledge., The life of our 
minds consists in perception and memory, both of 
which are concerned only with images. A person is 
pricked by a pin which gives a sensation of pain, but 
while the pain is felt it is not perceived except by the 
memory-image of the pin-prick. Not a single emotion 
we experience can be conveyed except by some form 
of imagery. There must be a “ picture,” i.e., some
thing of which the mind can lay hold as a concrete 
idea, something with shape and form and colour, in 
short an image. This is only to say, in other words, 
that force is meaningless until it is expressed in form.

This is where Psychology has arrived to-day. It 
has got nearer to life—instead of away from it, like 
some purely academic and scholastic systems, rightly

«

Dr. Munro, wc observe, ____
Psychology and Psychical Research 
each other, and he is dottbteM 1 
showed, this image-making quality 
very prominently 
phenomena, 
hypnotic subject is 
pencil, having previously been told that the 
a red-hot poker, 
though an actual hot poker had been used, 
of the sensitive shows a burn, 
significance in such facts 1 
photography, for instance. Something is formed
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right. 
y of the 

into’ certain forms of 
Take a case from hypnotism, 

touched on the hand with « / *
* Pencil ji The effect is precisely the

T, W hand
There is a wealth of 

when applied to 
Something is formed W 

the mind—whether that mind is incarnate or discar, 
nate—sufficiently definite and objective to impress 
itself on the Sensitive plate or film of a camera.

It is quite clear that many great books would not 
exhaust this subject of mental image-making. As Dr. 
Munro showed, it works wonders ini healing and is 
likely to become one1 of the great therapeutic agencies 
of the future. We find the idea immensely suggestive. 
It may well be that the modern tendency towards 
illustrations in the Press and the popularity of Picture 
Theatres marks a stage in the return of humanity to 
the more primal and natural things. There are those 
who regard these changes in human evolution as 
examples of backward steps—a return to the rudi
mentary stages of childhood. The matter might be 
put in this way : The infant is at first taught by 
pictures, but in the course of his mental evolution he 
arrives at a point where he can master the 
abstruse forms of literature. 
go> back to pictorial forms? 
question by suggesting that it is because all progress 
is a spiral movement, a circle which returns upon 
itself, reaching the same point again, but always on 
a higher level. The course is from the simple to the 
complex and from the complex once more to the simple 
—but a higher simplicity. Even to convey this idea 
it will be seen we have to use the method of the image, 
or the picture: a spiral. And is it not significant 
that when we wish to give the idea of supreme dull
ness we say of a man, “ He has no imagination ”— 
no power of creating or of perceiving images. And. 
the discovery that by holding strongly the thought of 
health, as a mind-picture, tends to bring about the 
recovery of a sick person is truly significant. It is 
the more significant as the thought is found to be 
efficacious whether it is held by the doctor or his 
patient. Doubtless it is the more effective when they 
co-operate. Here is but one instance out of many of 
the progress we have made in our journey from the 
grosser things of sense to the region of finer forces 

■—from the life temporal to the life Eternal, from the 
imagery of matter to the imagery of mind and spirit.

most
Why then should he 

We might answer that

MARGERY—THE NEXT PHASE.
From Dr. L. R. G. Crandon, we learn that a new 

line of development in the “ Margery ” experiments 
may be shortly expected. It has been established, 
points out Dr. Crandon, that the physical phenomena 
are of supernormal quality, and that the finger-prints 
obtained belong to Walter Stinson, discarnate, a<>^ 
to nobody else. The next stage of research will 
to produce experiments which will enable the 
vidual separateness of Walter from Margery to 
demonstrated, thus doing away with the “ trance*?61*" 
sonality ” and “ hypnotic impersonation ” hypotheses. 
Experiments are now being conducted along fines 
suggested by Dr. T. W. Mitchell in his work Afedkul 
Psychology and Psychical Research.
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We take the following passage from a woman’s 
letter in the Daily Express of the 6th inst.

One day, about two years ago, I listened to an 
address given by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, whom 
I had not seen or heard before. What he said Hl
had the effect of altering' my entire outlook. He 
appealed to my higher self as no cleric had ever 
done. In a flash it came home to me that I 
was not living up to the best of my abilities, 
and that there was a force dormant within me 
awaiting my realisation of its potency—my neg
lected will-power.

So, instead of being obsessed with the idea that 
she was one of life’s failures, she gained a new inspir
ation and “ chased the lugubrious monster, Failure, 
away.”•F « * * *

We take a small excerpt from the Bookman’s 
account of the recent address to The Bookman Literary 
Circle, by Mr. Hannen S waff er, on “ Miracles that 
happen To-day ” :—

He spoke with evident conviction, and readily 
admitted that there were things in certain, super
normal happenings that he could not explain, but 
as they had actually happened within his experi
ence it was impossible for him to doubt them. 
The four years in which he had been studying 
psychic evidences had, he said, resulted in 
making him more and more a believer in Biblical 
records of miracles and of communion with the 
other world.

* * * *
In a short article headed by the familiar tag, 

More Things in Heaven and Earth, ” the Morning 
Post tells what happened at an ancient University 
when two groups of men from different colleges met 
to study the mysteries of Planchette :—

Each group had determined to deceive the 
other, but it occurred to neither party that the 
other might be cheating. The result was that 
in each message there was something for which 
neither side could account, and the conclusion 
was that both groups, according to their own 
statements, gave up cheating, and became so 
fervent in their pursuit of the occult, that their 
studies were banned by the authorities.

* * * *
For the Sunday Chronicle: Mr. Harry Price, Hon. 

Director of the National Laboratory of Psychical 
Research, is writing a series of articles, entitled, 

•“ Behind the Scenes of Spiritualism.” In view of the 
fact that some people suppose Mr. Price to be antago
nistic to Spiritualism, this brief statement on the sub
ject from his initial article is here quoted :—

Though I’m not a Spiritualist, but a scientific 
investigator of what is commonly called occult 
phenomena, I wish to make it clear that I am 
not, in any sense, taking the field as an enemy of 
Spiritualism.

Mr. Price’s antagonism is directed against fraudu
lent spiritualistic phenomena.

* * * *
A correspondent of the Daily Mirror writes to that 

newspaper on the subject of hauntings, curtly but sug
gestively saying:—

Whether we believe in haunted houses or 
Ie. ghosts does not matter.
Hk The fact remains that the evidence for the 
glgL existence of such supernormal phenomena is over

whelming,

YOUR NEWSAGENT CAN SUPPLY

At present the Causes are quite as inexplicable 
aS many other secrets of nature—wireless, for 
instance, which no one would think of “ dis
believing ” because he had not had a chance of 
listening-in.

* * < »
The- Holborn Review has an article on “The Church 

and the Child,” by Roland Sutton, who well says :— 
The modern world is idealistic in its thought 

and materialistic in its practice, and many of its 
troubles are the result of this strange contra
diction. It is not possible to be materialistic 
in thought to-day; thought itself has killed mate
rialism. But it is easily possible not to think. 
There was an animal, comfort in the old material
ism, whereas the idealism1 into which thought 
now invariably leads us is very disturbing, if 
only by the magnitude of its demands,

* * * *
In The Outline of the 4th inst., Professor J. Arthur 

Thomson continues his very able articles on “ The 
Evolution of Religion.” Mr. Thomson traces the idea 
of religion in the mind of primitive man to the expres
sion of religious activity of the present day. Amongst 
many noteworthy passages occurs the following :— 

Religion passed from being largely mundane to 
being ethical, and thence to high levels of thought 
and feeling. It cannot be pictured as evolving 
“ by itself,” for its strands are interlaced with 
those of poetry and philosophy, science and art, 
and even social well-being.

Religion is a “ total reaction ” of man, an 
appeal from the visible to the invisible, from the 
obviously mundane to the apparently super
natural ; and with the evolution of the whole man, 
it also evolves.

* * * *
There is another case of the so-called poltergeist 

manifestations, associated this time with a youth of 
eighteen, who works on his father’s farm, Wissenden 
Lodge, Bethersden, near Ashford, Kent. The follow
ing excerpt is from the Daily Mail:—

They began to happen (the youth said) just over 
a week ago.

Somehow I felt that something might happen, 
for I seemed to feel a sort of power rising up in 
me. I couldn’t make out what it was, but I got 
“ all worked up,” as you might say—as if I had 
a lot of electricity in me.

Soon afterwards things began to fly about me—- 
stones, lumps of coal, logs of wood, and even 
walking-sticks and knobs off our front gate.

1 Yesterday when I was sitting down to dinner 
and father was about to carve, my fork was bent 
double. I don’t,know what to make of it all; 
people say that I’ve got too much electricity in 
me. Whatever it is, it is strong enough to push 
a heavy hop-pitcher, or crowbar, through the 
galvanised iron roof of that coal-shed yonder.

Guild of Spiritual Healing.—A new branch of this Guild 
at 16a, Clarendon Road, Harrow-on-the-Hill, was formally 
opened on Saturday, the 4th inst.
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BODY. SOUL AND SPIRIT.

By Major R. P. Morrison.

Although much important information concerning 
the nature and functions of the body has yet to be 
discovered, present knowledge is more than sufficient 
to meet the requirements of the average thinker; but 
what knowledge is there available concerning the soul 
or the spirit? It is, at best, vague and contradictory, 
and will remain so until the science of Mind is culti
vated with the same perseverance as the science of 
Matter.

Grant that matter is merely an elementary expres
sion of mind, and it will be obvious that material 
science is but an elementary form of mental science. 
Already the material scientist hovers on the edge of 
an abyss; he must either retrace his steps or forsake 
the solid earth and concern himself with the mightier 
problems of space.

A few bold pioneers have already taken the awesome 
leap, but the great majority still cling like limpets to the 
precipice, and endeavour' to veil their cowardice by 
pouring scorn upon their bolder brethren when these 
latter attempt to give the world some idea of the 
wonders they are investigating. But, by one of life’s 
great psychological laws, a majority must always repre
sent a majority, and so the world listens eagerly to the 
voices of the timid scientists while the messages from 
the pioneers are scorned bjy all but a small minority.

Fortunately, progress does not depend upon the 
idiosyncrasies of some of the scientific fraternity. These 
may be allowed to delay—for a purpose—the advance of 
mental (spiritual) science, but they cannot arrest it. 
Meanwhile the metaphysician is allowed to speculate 
unchallenged upon such mysteries as “ soul ” and 
‘ ‘ spirit. ” •

Soul may be hypothetically defined as the invisible 
form which the Self assumes in the various stages of -its 
evolution; spirit, the life power that infills such form. 
If is customary Ito confuse the “ soul with the 
“ spirit;” and to think of them as la mysterious posses
sion of the individuality which ensures its immortality 
in some hitherto undefined manner; but, if the given 
definition be allowed, it will show that the soul of any 
self on earth is actually the spirit-body.

Immortality is the prerogative of the spirit, and not 
of its temporary covering—the soul. A reasonable 
objection to the foregoing definition of the soul might 
be advanced thus : If the body is really a soul, how 
is it that the term “ soul ” has been associated from 
time immemorial with spiritual rather than material 
life? The answer lies-in the prevalent assumption that 
mind and matter are separate and distinct components, 
whereas they are but different expressions of the same 
life power; .

Old habits of thought associate “ the life of the 
spirit” with some undefined “place ” vaguely known 
‘as “ the next world.” But, if spirit is not the life of 
this world equally with “ the next ”—or any other 
world, then the terms “ immortality ” and “ eternity ” 
have no meaning, and life itself is but a vast illusion.

A further objection might be raised as follows : 
Whence comes the conviction that the soul is immortal ? 
Surely, any belief that has triumphantly survived such 
a test of time must have its roots deep in the soil of 
truth? This is indeed so; nevertheless, the objection 
may be met with a reasonable reply.

Although the assumption has been made that the 
body is a soul, it does not follow that the soul is nothing 
more than what we understand by the word “ body.” 
Spirit must always have a form through which it may 
manifest its presence and power, and the word “ soul ” 
may well be a generic term for the varied forms which 
the spirit assumes throughout the infinite stages of its 
progress in eternity. The soul, therefore, would be 
immortal in its general—but not specific—sense. Even 
the body must be immortal in a certain sense, since it 

is reasonable to assume 
bute of spirit and must 
some world or other.

Any attempt to deal briefly with such a .
must seem extremely unsatisfactory; and yef arj 
has been made to produce a reasonable * ‘ 
tion ” of a form that has hitherto been vagJ 
ethereal. If the claim be admitted, it may 
prove a foundation stone upon which all who wink 
to do so may build their own mental edifice.

The terms “ spirit ” and “ sotul ” would thus be 
seen to cover all the manifestations of life in all worlds. 
But it must be remembered, when studying such 
problems, that truth is relative and when viewed from 
earth will bear but a faint resemblance to the same 
truth presented 'to a wider range of vision. The finite 
mind cannot expect to do more than study the outer
most fringe of the infinite.

It has been said that “ man is a spirit ”; when the 
majority of mankind are able to recognize this truth, 
the pioneer of mental science will no longer be “A 
voice crying in the wilderness.”

A FULFILLED PREDICTION.

By Captain Bright-Smith.

The following stony has been given me by a friend, 
a Mr. Miller, a clergyman. I have his permission to 
submit it to Light. Here is the story :—

About twenty years ago Mr. Miller contem
plated visiting the United States in order to repeat 
duties which he had undertaken thereon a former 
occasion. Before starting, however, he consulted 
a medium, a Mr. Fisher. The question put was 
“ Ought I to repeat my visit to the U.S.A.?” 
Mr. Fisher placed a handkerchief over his face 
and after some minutes appeared to go into trance. 
The reply to the question, given through the 
medium, was “ Yes, you should go. It will be a 
greater success than your former experience.”

“ But,” protested Mr. Miller, “ how about 
money ? I have little or no capital. ”

The reply was, “ There will be no occasion to 
consider means; you will meet a friend, a lady, 
who will assist you. I cannot say who she is but 
she has five letters in her name.”

Notwithstanding the apprehensions of Mrs. Miller 
concerning the five-fettered lady, Mr. Miller sailed 
from England, arriving in New York with but 
^io in his pocket. He first went to Philadelphia 
but with no result; then to Chicago with no better 
•success. He interviewed two bishops, both of 
whom were unable to offer him any employment. 
With but j£3 ios. left in his possession he then 
bethought him of two old friends, the Rev. and 
Mrs. Henry Lodge, on whom he called. Finding 
that he was not comfortable in his hotel Mrs. 
Lodge insisted on his talcing up his quarters with 
them. It then occurred to Mr. Miller that this 
must be the lady with the five letters in her name.

He stayed seven months with them, assisting 
Mr. Lodge in his work, and then obtained a 
church of his own, where his wife was able 
to join him from England some months later.

I might add one curious thing. During the voyage 
Mr. Miller spent ^i, which reduced his slender capital 
to ^9. On landing in America he would have be«ft 
obliged to prove that he had at. least ^jio in b‘5 
possession, but just before the boat arrived in 
York, one of the passengers begged his acceptance0^ 
,£1 as a mark of appreciation of a sermon that 
Miller had delivered. Thus, iprovidentially, the fegal 
minimum of capital, without which he could not have 
landed, was re-established.
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\ OEATH-BED APPARITION. RAYS AND REFLECTIONS.

By W. J* Farmer.

When I was five years old my grandfather, a wood-turner, 
died. A very short time after his funeral, three of us, my grand
mother, brother and myself, were sitting up, waiting for the 
return of absent members of the family ; it was late at night. 
Suddenly we heard a peculiar knocking; it was the old familiar 
sound associated with my grandfather’s wood-turning which we 
had known so well during his life. Young as I was, it impressed 
me so much that it is still a vivid memory. (I am now nearly 
sixty.) My brother’s remembrance of the matter is the same as 
my own. I might add that the noise of knocking which we heard 
ceased when any of us stood up.

While my grandfather was on his death-bed my grandmother 
saw a woman enter the open door of the bedroom and stand 
gazing at the sick man for some minutes. My grandmother 
thought that this woman was a friend who lived at a distance, 
and when the visitor turned to go out of the room, hastened to 
follow, in order to assist the new-comer to remove her outer 
garments. But the woman had disappeared, and further, my 
grandmother found that none of those present in the house had 
observed the visitor’s presence.

Later, on being given a minute description of the woman, my 
grandfather remarked, “ That was my mother; but how could 
she have been here, having been dead these many years? ” It 
had been a peculiarity of his mother’s to hold a pocket-handker
chief twisted round her little finger, and the apparition had carried 
a handkerchief in this manner. According to my grandmother, 
the visitor appeared as a normal, living woman.

“GHOSTS OF THE MIND.”

In his “ Letters to John Doe,” contributed by “ Old Fag ” 
week by week in The Outline, there appeared one in the issue of 
that excellent paper for February 4th concerning ghosts of the 
mind, in which the writer quotes several instances of apparitions 
which appeared veridical, but were capable of the explanation 
given by his friend that u Some ghost stories may not be 
explicable so simply, but I suspect their birth-moment has been 
the moment in which the visual and mental controls were lost. 
If these were recovered in time, there was no ghost; if too 
late, the ghost had been seen.”

From which it may be understood that when visual and 
mental control are simultaneous no ghost has ever been seen !

“ Old Fag’s ” friend then gives a curious experience of his 
own. It appears that he had gone to bed in a small hotel close 
to Antwerp Cathedral. In a half-sleeping state he heard the 
Cathedral chimes but could only recognise them as angelic voices 
of unimagined force and sweetness—all the bell quality being 
abstracted, and vocal music alone reaching his ears.

Although knowing that he heard bells, yet he could not get 
it out of his mind that he was hearing living voices. “ I was in 
two states of mind at once,” he says.

The result of this vivid experience was to convince him 
“ more than ever that ghosts and delusions haunt the corridors 
of the mind rather than those of castles, country houses, and 
old inns.” Thus it seems that we are left to infer that all the 
tales of hauntings, ghostly happenings, etc., which have been 
recorded from time to time, and are still being recorded, almost 
day by day, are the result of people being caught “ in two 
states of mind at once.”

Which leaves me breathless!
L. H.

Messrs. Hutchinson's list of spring publications contains an 
important volume entitled The Day After To-morrow by Sir 
Philip Gibbs, dealing with the future of civilisation and such 
vital matters as the progressive annihilation of space by tele
vision, wireless and audition, as well as the question of the 
prolongation of life. Another work of especial interest which 
Riders have just put out is From Sphinx to Christ, being a 
translation of M. Edouard Schurz’s LJ Evolution Divine, com
prising a carefully studied outline of the development of religious 
thought from the days of ancient Atlantis down to the Christian 
era.

Dr. Crandon tells us of the description given of a 
man who, in his exploration of the mysteries of exist
ence, was said to be able to ” see the unsee-able, do 
the undo-able and unscrew the inscrutable!”

* * * *I

A West' African correspondent sends me an epitaph* 
he wrote for Thomas Hardy. I may quote from it the 
following couplet: -

Cynic and sage, at last he knows 
The secret urge behind the rose.

* * * *

A short time ago a little fable appeared in “ Notes 
By the Way ” which told how a man had gathered a. 
piece of truth. The Devil, who observed the fact, 
showed no concern. He merely said that he would 
tempt the man to organise it! As it seems necessary 
to make the point a little clearer for a few readers, I 
may explain that the attempt to isolate a truth deprives- 
it of its virtues. When we limit a truth it is no longer 
a truth.

* * * *

The Abbe Bouly, the French priest who performs 
such marvellous feats with the divining rod, is reported 
as saying that there is no “ wizardry ” about’ it. Of 
course not. All these things are in the order of 
Nature. It is only ignorance that treats them as 
supernatural. He says that' every object, especially 
water and mineral, gives off rays or emanations. 
Reichenbach,. I think, made the same discovery many 
years ago. These rays pass from the object in a direct 
line to some centre—the sun, perhaps. The developed 
sensitive, with' his rod, intercepts this ray and the rod 
responds, sometimes with tremendous force. The rod 
seems to be usually necessary, although I have met 
diviners who on being brought into the neighbourhood 
of subterranean water or minerals feel a response in 
their bodies. But the rod seems to act as a kind of 
focus for the power. It is not improbable that we are 
on the verge of great discoveries in this direction, and 
that man is Only at the beginning of a knowledge of 
his interior nature which will prove in the end to be a 
tremendous revelation. There is a vast difference 
between the theory that “ Man is a Spirit ” and its 
realisation as a fact, expressed practically not only in 
the spiritual world but in the material one.

* * * *

Of one thing we may be sure. When the diviner 
and his rod are found to be of commercial value, the 
public will take an intense interest in the subject. 
There will be companies for the discovery of buried 
treasure and mineral wealth! Nobodv will sneer anv 
longer at psychic faculty. It' will be held in the highest 
respect. But as the divining faculty is a gift, and 
probably a rare one, it is doubtful whether the market 
will be over-stocked with diviners. But in the mean
time Science may discover some method of imparting 
a special virtue to the rod, by some chemical or elec
trical device. And then the earth will yield up its 
secrets at a great rate, and “ treasure ” may become 
so common as to lose the value and fascination which 
at present attaches to it. Human things usually work 
out this way when pushed to their logical extremes. It 
is wonderful how the scale of values changes. We 
may confidently look forward to the time when a spirit
message will create no more interest or excitement 
than a wireless telegram from a friend at the 
Antipodes.

D. G.
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MUNNINGS.

'X v would be glad to have been able to keep our 
pages clear of the name of the unsavoury person 
Munnings. It seems, however, that we are now to 
have his “ confessions ” in a well-known Sunday 
paper, showing- how he duped many hundreds of 
persons. These edifying revelations are being served 
up by Mr. S. A. Moseley, who, it is stated, “ admits 
that instances of proven fraud cannot shake the cause 
of Spiritualism, and that these exposures can do no 
Alarm, but only the greatest good to the cause.”

As to the exposure of the fraudulent nature of some 
at least of Munnings’ phenomena, it is hardly neces
sary to remind our readers that this was effected by 
Spiritualists themselves some years ago. As to the 
confessions themselves, to comment on them at this 
stage would be inappropriate and unprofitable. We 
shall have more to say about F. T. Munnings later.

It is significant that Mr. Moseley should have to 
account for the “ phenomenal ” side of Munnings by 
saying that “ in some ways the man is a genius.”

One or two of our readers have expressed surprise 
at the announcement of Munnings’ confession being 
permitted in our advertising pages. They seem to 
fear that this might harm the cause of Spiritualism. 
This, however, is a somewhat short-sighted view. To 
suggest that anything Munnings could say or do 
would harm the truth upon which Spiritualism stands, 
shows a failure to appreciate the real position. To 
have refused the advertisement would be tantamount 
to a confession of fear, and a desire to suppress 
unpleasant revelations. By all means let Spiritualists 
read and digest what this man has to say—and 
let them draw their own conclusions. Nothing can 
be gained by suppression.

HERR NUSSLEIN’S PSYCHIC XVORK .

An exhibition (the third) of occult paintings produced in semi- 
’trance by the artist medium, Herr Niisslein of Nuremberg, will 
be held at the Alpine Club Gallery, Mill Street, Conduit Street, 
W., on February 27th. Niisslein’s work embraces landscapes, still 
life, figure-compositions and portraiture, although he does not 
work direct from Nature or from models. The paintings are pro
duced with astounding- rapidity, in some cases a large-sized 
■canvas being completed in less than thirty minutes.

The discovery of his gift was a matter of chance and arose 
out of a faculty for automatic writing. This subsequently 
-developed into automatic drawings, to be followed later by 
paintings in oils. Within the last two years he has produced 

• some two thousand pictures.
Unlike many psychic pictures, much of Herr Niisslein’s work 

is of high technical excellence and has received praise from 
■numerous art critics who have judged his work quite apart from 
•its psychic origin.

Herr NiiSslein’s occult faculty also takes another form. It 
is found that if he passes his. hands over cut flowers these remain 
fresh for a considerable time and, instead of fading, the petals 

■ or leaves assume a parchment-like quality, a condition which 
•remains almost indefinitely. Similarly, after a dead bird is sub
jected to this “ magnetising ” process the . flesh does not rot but 
assumes what has been described as a “ mummified ” condition.

Worthing Spiritualist Mission Church, Grafton Road.

Sunday. February 19th, 11 and 6.30, Mrs. Ethel Thompson. Thursday, Feb. 23rd, 
Mrs. Melloy, 3 p.m., Members only.6.30 p.m„ for Public. Community Singing 
^6.20 p.m. ? r

WIMBLEDON SPIRITUALIST CHURCH,
136 MARTFIELD ROAD, WIMBLEDON.

Sunday February 19th, 11a.m. • « ... ... MR. G. F, ROWELL
“The Teaching of Jesus**

Sunday, February 19th, 6.30 p.m. • • MISS S. SMNTSHURY-GREEN 
Murshida Sufi Movement

Wednesday, February 22nd, 7*30 p.m. .♦ MRS. KATE FILLMORE
Address, Spirit descriptions and Messages*

Healing (free), Tuesdays, 7 to 9 Wednesdays (free), 5 to 5.50

HT February 18, 1928
MARYLEBONE SPIRITUALIST 

ASSOCIATION.

MRS. CHAMPION DE CRESPIGNY AT THE 
/EOLIAN HALL

Legend and Natural Law ” was the title of the address 
on Sunday evening last, when the speaker related several 
legends long regarded as superstitions or fairy tales; which 
were, however, continually being confirmed by current events. 
Secrets now yielded up along the lines of scientific research 
would have been at one time classed as magic, but the magic 
of one generation is apt to become the facts of the next. 
During the latter days of last century man began to question 
the statements taught by the church, because no explanation 
of such facts as the miracles, for instance, was forthcoming. 
Many of the so-called miracles have, however, been put on a 
rational basis by modern science as well as by personal experi
ence. Mrs. de Crespigny alluded to “ invisibility, ” recalling the 
occasions on which Jesus passed unseen through the multitudes.

Sin, such as loving neither God nor our neighbour, was 
against the law and led towards destruction. Love was a 
force as great and as mysterious as chemical affinity. Love was 
God and was the force behind the cosmos.

The service closed with demonstrations of clairvoyance and 
clair-audience given by Mrs. A. Roberts, who also gave messages 
and double names.

V. L. K.

SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY SERVICES.
Speaking at Grotrian Hall on Sunday morning last the 

Reverend Drayton Thomas said that a false sense of values 
and low standards of conduct are being tacitly accepted by old 
and young. Discerning eyes see that all is not well with us, 
either in Church or State. The ancient prophet wrote, “ My 
people are destroyed for lack of knowledge.” And this is true 
to-day. There is lacking, not only a clear demonstration of the 
meaning of life, but also any widespread knowledge about the 
nature of that future existence for which this one is a prepara
tion. In communication with those who have preceded us to 
the next life we have a means of extending our knowledge about 
the nature and activities of that life. By showing what that 
life is like we shall enable men to realise why it is so vitally 
important that it should be prepared for here and now.

After speaking of evidences which establish the truth of 
survival and the continued love of those who pass on, he con
cluded :—

It is good to have certainty in place of doubt; to find belief 
changed into realisation ; to have proof of the frequent nearness 
of those who died; to learn something of the nature and occupa
tions of the first stages of life beyond' death; and to be 
reminded afresh that the love which is prepared to sacrifice in 
the service of others, and which finds its historic symbol in the 
Cross, is life’s supreme .attainment.

C. D. T.

SOCIETY MEETINGS.

Lewisham__ Limes Hall, Limes Grove.—February 19th, n.15,
open circle; 2.45, Lyceum; 6.30, Mrs. S. D. Kent. February 
22nd, 8, Mrs. F. Tyler.

Camberwell.—The Central Hall, High Street.—February 19th, 
11, service; 6.30, Mr. R. Brailey. Wednesday, 7*3°> public circle 
at 55, Station Road.

Peckham.—Lausanne Hoad.—February 19th, 7, Miss L.
George. Thursday, 8.15, Mrs. A. Jamrach, D.N.U.

Richmond Spiritualist Church, Ormond Road.—February 
19th, 7.30, Mr. Horace Leaf, address and clairvoyance. February 
22nd, 7.30, Mr. T. W. Ella, trance address.

Croydon.—The New Gallery, Katharine Street.—February 
19th, 3, Lyceum ; 6.30, Rev. G. Vale Oxven.

Pulham.—12, Lettice Street (near Parsons Green Station)*— 
February 19th, 11.30, circle; 3, Lyceum; 7, Mr. J. H. Vanstone. 
Thursday, 8, Mrs. Edey.

-~W—-| I TT   LIB ,   - -   - ■ __

MRS. BARKEL Wishes to Announce - I 
that she has severed her connection with the British 
College of Psychic Science, and applications for sittings 
should now be made either direct to 133, Leonard’s Rord, 
Beckenham, Tele. Syd. 2942; or through the Marylebone 
Spiritualist Association; or the “ W.T, Stead” Border- 
l^nd Library.
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The British College of Psychic Science, Ltd
Bl. HOLLAND PARK, LONDON, W.11.

Hon. Principal, J. HEWAT MCKENZIE.(T*i PARK

lyMabus an AppttMtlM,

• ••Trance Med lump ship
Clairvoyance and Trance Mediumship. Private Appts 
Trance Mediumpshlp.
Clairvoyance. Private 
Psychic Diagnosis and 
Healing Croup Work,

Private Appointments
Appointments
Treatment.
Thursdays, 

Members, Is.;
Psychic Development, r

NOTE,—The College has occasional accommodation for 
Interested visitors from the Country or Abroad. 
Lectures,

Thurs., Feb. 23rd, at 4.30 p.m.......
“ Mental Healing.”

CROUP CLAIRVOYANCE.
Tues., Feb. 21st, at 4 p.m. ... ... ... ...

PUBLIC CLAIRVOYANCE.
Fri., Feb. 17th, at 8 p.m. ... ... ... ...
Fri., Feb. 24th, at 8 p.m. ... ... ......

• ••

••s •••
Private ...
8 p.m. 
non-Members, 2s, 

Private or Group.

MRS.

•9

MRS. GARRETT 
. MRS. VICKERS 

MRS. MASON 
SHARPLIN 
SHARPLIN

MRS. 
O. P.

Students or

MR. W. S. HENDRY

... MRS. MASON

• ••
MRS. CANNOCK 

... MRS. ROUS

NOW READY.
“ PSYCHIC SCIENCE.”

2/9, Pott Free ... ............ 11/*- Yearly.
Invaluable to all serious students. Sample copy, post 

Can be obtained at the College, The Psychic Bookshop, 
Mr. J. M. Watkins, 21, Cecil Court, W.C.

Vol. VI. No. 4.

free, 
and

The 11W. T. Stead 11 Borderland Library
5, SMITH SQUARE, WESTMINSTER, S.W.l.

(Four minutes from the Houses of Parliament.)
Hon. Secretary .. ......... '...... MISS ESTELLE STEAD

The Lending Library contains hundreds of books on Psychic subjects.
Fully Classified Catalogue 2s. 7d. Supplementary Catalogue 7d.

Open daily 11 to 1—2 to 6 (Closed Saturdays and Sundays)
Private Appointments.

.Psychic Photography ...
Trance Mediumship
Clairvoyance or Trance

... ... ... ... Mrs. DEANE
MRS. BARKEL and MRS. G. P. SHARPLIN 

MRS. ROUS, MRS. CLEGG,
MRS. PATTERSON. MRS. LIVINGSTONE

Ouija Board and Automatic Writing
Psychic Diagnosis and Treatment

MRS. HESTER DOWDEN 
MRS: MARTHA OGILVIE 

MR. W. E. FOSTER 
MISS C. HOLMES, B.Sc. 

(Psychologist & Mental Analyst) 
Tuesdays, 3 p.m.. Class for Psychic Development MRS. G. P. SHARPLIN 
Wednesdays, 3 p.m.. Circle lor Clairvoyance, Feb. 22nd

MR. GLOVER BOTHAM 
Thursdays, 3 p.m., Circle for Development ... MISS

, 3 p.m., Instruction Class ... t ... MR.
Subject: February 23rd, “ Magic-”

6 p.m. Devotional Group, Absent Healing ... 
“At Home.” Tea 6d.

Public Meeting.
Caxton Hall Victoria Street, S.W.l., February 22nd, at 8 p.m.

MISS STEAD and MR. W. E. FOSTER.

Advice on Health, Vocation, Etc.

• • •
• •

AIMEE EARLE 
W. E. FOSTER

99 I S
Fridays, 2.30 to 5 p.m., Library

MISS STEAD

PSYCHOSENSICS
THE BRITTAIN CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

FOR
PSYCHIC UNFOLDMENT

Acknowledfed all over the World as the Finest Method 
for the Development of the Psychic Faculties.

SCIENTIFIC - PRACTICAL - SIMPLE
Send ljd. stamp for Pamphlet—

“THE KEY TO THE POWERS AND GIFTS OF THE SPIRIT” 

PRIVATE TUITION FOR ALL PHASES.
SEANCE GROUPS FOR PSYCHIC INVESTIGATORS.

Every FRIDAY at 3.30 p.m. Limited to 8 sitters at 5s. each. 
Conducted by Mrs. ANNIE BRITTAIN.
Seats must be booked by telephone or letter.

Correspondence to Secretary,
Psychosensic Institute, 28, St. Stephen’s Road, Bayswater. W.L 

Phone: Park 2790. Office Hours: 10.30 to 5.

THE SCHOOL OF ESOTERIC THOUGHT
Creydon Brunch)

232, WHITEHOUSE ROAD, WEST CROYDON.

Founded 1922 for the Study of Breathing, Dietetics, Numerology, 
Astrology and all Occult Subjects,

Sittings may be booked with the following

Marylebone Spiritualist Association, Ltd.,
4 & 8, TAVISTOCK SQUARE, W.C.I. T«f. MUSEUM M7S

Public Meetings for Psychometry and Clairvoyance,
Monday, 20th, at 3, Psychometry
Tuesday, 21st, at 7.30, Clairvoyance.................... .
Thursday, 23rd, at 7.30, Clairvoyance ......

Seances for Trance and Normal Clairvoyance.
Monday, 20th, at 7.30 ... ... ...
Wednesday, 22nd, at 3 ...

Seance for Trance and Direct Control 
Thursday, 23rd, at 7.30 ...........*

Seance for Psychical Phenomena and Materialisation.
Tuesday, 21st, at 7.30 ...... ......... MRS. HENDERSON

Private appointments with the following mediums can be booked In 
advance s—

MRS. A. ROBERTS, MRS. BARKEL, MRS. A. JOHNSON, 
MR. GLOVER BOTHAM, MRS. CANNOCK,

Excellent Library open daily, 11 to 1—2 to 7, (ezcepf Saiurdav^)

MRS. F. TYLER 
, MR. PUNTER 
MRS. JOHNSON

MRS. PATTERSON 
. MRS. CANNOCK

MRS. A. ROBERTS

SUNDAY SERVICES 
STREET, W.JEOLIAN HALL, NEW BOND

Sunday, 19th, at 6.30.
Address 
Clairvoyance

• • • • • •
• • •

• • •
• • •

• ••
• • • MRS

... MR. ERNEST HUNT 
FLORENCE KINGSTONE

MUBIEAL SETTINES.
Carols of Spiritual Life (3rd editiea), prica la. 3<k). 
Musical setting (2nd edition), price 2s. Id., cloth bouad, 

aow on sale, postage 3d. each extra.

CAROLS OF SPIRITUAL LIFE.

Silver Collection on Entering.

Membership Invited. Sutoeertptfen Its. per yean
Oorreepondenoe to Hon. too., Mr. F. W. HAW KEN

SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY SERVICES.
Morning and Evening

GROTRIAN HALL
115, Wigmore Street

(Nearest Station, Marble Arch or Bond Street)*

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19th.
11 a.m.—Speaker, Captain Frost.

6.30 p.m.—Speaker, Sir A. Conan Doyle.
Clairvoyante: Mrs. Tyler.

Feb. 26th, 11 a.m.. Miss Violet Firth. 6.30 p.m., Mr. Harold Carpenter.

A Spiritual Healing Service is included.
SILVER COLLECTION.

Healing Ciroles are held Mondays and Thursday at 7 p.m. and Fridays at 3 p.nau
Applications to be made to the Hon. Seo., 63, Weymouth Street, W.l.

THE LONDON SPIRITUAL MISSION
13 PEMBRIDQE PLACE. BAYSWATER. W.

Sunday, February 19th, 11 a.m. 
» >, „ ' 6.30 p.m.

MR. HORACE LEAF 
............ MR. E. MEADS 

Special.—Tuesday, 21st, 7.30 (Lantern Lecture) ... MR. J. S. JENSON 
“ The Stigmata of ThSrese Neumann.”

Silver Collection. 
Wednesday, 22nd, 7.30 p.m. (Clairvoyance)

MADAME BISHOP ANDERSON

• ••

Trance ....

Clairvoyance
Tuesdays, 8 p.m., Paychometry Circle 

(Limited to 6 sitters.) 
loping Circle

• • Wl
ae«e

»•••
• •••

• I

••••

• •••

«#!•

• •••

• ••• • •••
• •••

• •••

• •••

••••

•<
•<
if

mediums
MRS. BARKEL. 

MRS. ADDER.
MRS. SHARPLIN. 

.... MRS. ALDER.

The Guild of Spiritual Healing
President - - - C. A. SIMPSON. Esq.

SUNDAY, 7 p.m. (Trance Address)
DRAWING ROOM SERVICE 26. St. George’s Sq., S.W.l

HEALING CLASSES. 
Mondays and Thursdays, 8 p.m.

Chas. A. Simpson, Esq. (Control Dr. Lascelles.)
Chas. A. Simpson, Healer, receives Patients by appointment at

26, ‘St. George’s Square, S.W.l.
FREE HEALING 

27a, Moreton Street, S.W.L
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.

BRANCHES at
Romford, Finchley, Harrow and Watford.

For further particulars apply to the Secretary. MR. A. BASKERVILLE.
46, St. George's Square, S W. 1.

• •••Thursday, 8 p.m.. Developing Circle 
'Thursdays, 8 p.m., Free Healing .... 
Fridays, Study Class ............
Sunday Services, 7 p.m., February 19th 

maker .... .... .............
Clairvoyance ............ ................ |

For syllabus and all further Information, apply to the Orj 
MRS. W. A. GAVIN, 20 Albion Street, Hyde Park, W.

•I

• <

MRS. ALDER.
MR. W. J. BARKEL. 

.... MRS. BARKEL,

MR. SHARPLIN. 
MRS. SHARPLIN* 

the Organising Hon. Seo., 
, Tel.: Pudd. 7651.
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LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE, LTD.
•••fMM-vorMrd 1898

16 Queeneberry Place, 
South Kensington, 
London----------- S.W, 7.

r--
Rly«. * .

Bom*: 1«,

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA, payable on the 1st of January.
ADVANTAGES OF MEMBERSHIP. Use of Circulating and Reference Libraries (3 books at a time), 

admission to ordinary lectures. Reduced fees for psychic experiments, various circles and study classes 
of comfortable premises, opportunity of meeting those interested in Spiritualism an 1 allied subjects.

LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION for the personal exchange of one book at a time, 3 months 7/6; 6 months 
months 21/- The usual advantages of membership are not included.

Free
Use

12 6; 12

INQUIRERS are invited to write or call for the Syllabus and a Pamphlet giving a short explanation of the scope 
and purpose of modern Spiritualism, and a brief history of the L.S.A. which had its rise in the early days, being 
founded by the pioneers of the movement. The Secretary, Miss Mercy Phillimore, attends every day except 
Saturday, and is at all times prepared to meet inquirers.

A BIBLIOGRAPHY of Spiritualism and Psychic Research has been issued under the auspices of the L.S.A. Price 
a wise selection of books for the student. «
DIAGNOSIS AND ADVICE CONCERNING PSYCHIC FACULTIES, 

AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT
Private Consultations: Wednesdays, 6.30-7.30. Free (for Members). 

By appointment
General Development: Mondays at 8 p.m., Wednesdays at 3 
~...................... OGILVIE.

at 4 p.m., conducted by

lid. post free. It is classified, and is a useful guide in
RECEPTION to meet Mr. J. S. JENSEN

President of the Society for the Promotion of Psychic Knowledge, 
Copenhagen.

AT QUEENSBERRY PLACE. MONDAY. FEBRUARY 20th, at 8 p.m.
Mr. Jensen will be accompanied by Mrs. Jensen and Mr. and Mrs. Adolf 

Jensen. Their purpose in visiting England is to become better 
acquainted with the British Spiritualist Movement. During the even
ing Mr. Jansen will speak briefly on the present state of Psychical 
Research and Spiritualism in Scandinavia. Sir ARTHUR CONAN 
DOYLE will preside. To avoid uncomfortable overcrowding, admis
sion will be by ticket, obtainable beforehand. Evening Dress optional.

GENERAL LECTURE.
February 23rd, at 8 p.m., ROBT. R. FIELDING-OULD, M.D., 

M.R.C.P., M.A., on " The Pitfalls of Physical Mediumship."
Chair: CAPT. NEIL GOW.

FREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURES TO THE STUDY OF PSYCHIC 
SCIENCE.

Tuesday, February 21st, at 8 p.m., MR. HORACE LEAF, F.R.G.S., 
on “ Seances from the Mediums' Point of View."

ADVANCED LECTURES IN THE STUDY OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.
Lecturer for the Course, MR. STANLEY DE BRATH, M.I.C.E.

Monday, February 20th (No Lecture). February 27th, at 8 p.m., 
“ Trance Speaking and Writing."
Fees: For Course, Members, 5s.; Non-Members, 10s. 

For Single Lecture, Members, Is.; Non-Members, 2s.
PRIVATE SITTINGS.

Trance Mediumship: MRS. J. W. GARRETT, Tuesdays, Wednesdays 
and Thursdays. MRS. MASON, Mondays and Thursdays. MRS. 
CANT LON, Wednesdays and Fridays,

Normal Mediumship (Clairvoyance, etc.): MR.
Mondays and Fridays.

Automatic Writing: MRS. CANTLON, Wednesdays
CIRCLES

Normal Mediumship (Clairvoyance, etc.).
Every Tuesday at 8 p.m., MR. T. E. AUSTIN

eight sitters)- Members. 2s. 6d.; Non-Members, 3s. 6d.
Wednesdays, at 3 p.m., February 22nd, Mrs. JAMRACH.

MEETINGS FOR DEMONSTRATIONS OF CLAIRVOYANCE, ETC.
Tuesdays at 3.15 p.m. Members free; Non-Members, 2s. 

February 21st, Mrs. FLORENCE KINGSTONE.

T. E. AUSTIN,

and Fridays.

(circles limitedt o

•9 p.m.
Conducted by MRS. MARTHA 
Training Class: Thursdays,

LENNOX KAY.
AT HOME.

Wednesdays at 3.30-5 p.m. For B_ « - * , ...
Spiritualists and Inquirers. Hostesses: LADIES OF THE HOUSE 
COMMITTEE.

♦DISCUSSION CLASSES.
Wednesdays at 5 p.m. (Fortnightly). March 7th, " The Personal 

Point of View in Psychic Research." CAPTAIN J. FROST.
♦TRANCE ADDRESSES.

Wednesdays at 5 p.m. (Fortnightly). February 15th, 29th, March 14th, 
28th. Answers to written questions of a general and impersonal character 
concerning the L fe of Spirits and Their Surroundings, through the 
Mediumship of MR. W. E. FOSTER. Chair: MR. C. W. HARWOOD. 
Music: MR. HARRY FIELD.

♦Admission, including tea served before 4.55 p.m.: Members, ls.r 
non-Members, 2s.

•9 MRS.

the purpose of In trod actions among

SIB ABTHUB CONAN DOYLE, M.D., LL.D.
on

“THE NEW REVELATION”
at

CHELSEA TOWN HALL, Wednesday, February 22nd
at 8 p.m. Seats, 2s. 6d., Is., and 6d.

(Written questions answered at end of lecture.)
This lecture is under the auspices of the L-S-A. and the Psychic 

Bookshop, Abbey House, Victoria Street, from which places tickets may 
be obtained; also from the Halls immediately before the lecture.

LIFE AFTER DEATH

will be held at the

when
Mr. H. DENNIS BRADLEY

A MEETING TO DISCUSS

EVIDENCE FOR SURVIVAL
QUEEN’S HALL, LANGHAM PLACE, W.l

On Sunday Evening, MARCH 11th, 1928 at 8f o clock

willjpresent evidence] obtained inJEngland, Italy and America
The following speakers will make challenging statements:—

SIR ^FRANK* BENSON (Chair) Miss VIOLET LORAINE
Mr.JW. R. BOUSFIELD, K.G., F.R.S. x Mr. FRANK ROMER, L.R.C.P.
Mr. G. B. BURGIN Mr. HANNEN SWAFFER
Mr. SHAW DESMOND Mr. HUGH WALPOLE
Mr. E. P. HEWITT, K.G., LL.D. Dr. NEVILLE WHYMANT
TICKETS: 3/-, 2/-, 1/-, at London Spiritualist Alliance and Box Office, Queen’s Hall (many seats free)

Offioe Hoursi IO—6 and 1 o’clock on Saturdays

A GOOD 8TOCK OF REPRESENTATIVE BOOKS ALWAYS ON SALE. WHEN ORDERING BY POST 
SEND REMITTANOE WITH ORDER TO. THE ABOVE ADDRESS.


